Project Update Summer 2016

GRP Building Projects

AEA 179 ELECTRICAL LAB REMODEL
Progress – Electrical, masonry repair
Weeks of August 1-14 – Exterior windows, paint ceiling, audio/visual

AEA 182, 183 & 184 CAD LAB REMODEL
Progress – Electrical, saw cut floor, floor infill
Weeks of August 1-14 – New lights, HVAC diffusers, electrical

CAMPUS LAB FARM PAVILION ARENA LIGHTS
Progress – Lights received
Weeks of August 1-14 - None

CSH OFFICES CARPET & PAINT
COMPLETE

FALCON CENTER PHASE 2
Progress – Start up Hunt air handling units.
Weeks of August 1-14 – Structural steel for Page Arena, close in Hunt west wall, continue with partition walls in H&HP area
More information available at: http://www.uwrf.edu/FalconCenter

FOOD SCIENCE – ISIP: DAIRY PILOT PLANT DESIGN
Progress –
Weeks of August 1-14 – Pre-design budget review

KFA ABBOTT CONCERT HALL RENOVATION PRE-DESIGN
Progress –
Weeks of August 1-14 – Acoustics evaluation of the space on July 14

MCS FAST COPY BUILD-OUT
Progress – Production area relocated
Weeks of August 1-14 – Customer service area relocated, install frames and doors

MULTI-BUILDING REKEY (RDI, SH, NH, DL) DFD 13K3G
Progress – RDI/SH complete, DL 2nd & 1st floor complete
Weeks of August 1-14 – NH key order out for bids

RODLI RENOVATION DESIGN (ENROLLMENT SERVICES)
Progress – In design
Weeks of August 1-14 – None
SH 221 ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM
Progress – Lighting
Weeks of August 1-14 – Carpet, student table install

SH 310 TECH INSTALL/CARPET
Progress – Ordered carpet
Weeks of August 1-14 – Carpet replacement

SH WINDOW PAINTING
Progress – Contractor working on north side windows
Weeks of August 1-14 – Contractor expected to be complete

PR Projects

CRABTREE BASEMENT KITCHEN REMODEL
Progress – Concrete infilled, abatement complete, framed knew walls, mason work
Weeks of August 1-14 – Countertop fabrication & install, ceiling install, appliance build outs

CRABTREE BASEMENT REMODEL
Progress – Abatement, bathroom tile, concrete infill, mason work
Weeks of August 1-14 – Bathroom fixture install, corridor window install, painting

CRABTREE CORRIDOR CEILINGS 3RD N & 4TH S
Progress – Abatement complete
Weeks of August 1-14 – Spray texture, install lights, re-connect fire alarm

CRABTREE REPLACE LIGHTS ABOVE MIRRORS
COMPLETE

GRIMM HALL REPLACE LIGHTS ABOVE MIRRORS
COMPLETE

MAY HALL STEAM TRAP SURVEY
COMPLETE

MULTI-RES HALL DRINKING FOUNTAIN UPGRADE
Progress – Stratton and Ames Suites Complete
Weeks of August 1-14 – Grimm Hall & South Fork Suites, block & tile repair, install drinking fountains

MULTI-RES HALL PAINTING
Progress – Grimm complete, Crabtree 75% complete, Pruchas 90% complete
Weeks of August 1-14 – Crabtree Basement
MULTI-RES HALL SMOKE DETECTOR REPLACEMENT
Progress –
Weeks of August 1-14 - Crabtree

UC 2ND FLOOR RESTROOMS
J-TERM PROJECT

UC BALLROOM CARPET
COMPLETE

UC PETE’S CREEK LIGHTING
Progress – Review preliminary design
Weeks of August 1-14 – Proceed with option 3 design

Exterior/Misc. Projects

DL WATER INFILTRATION REPLAIRS
Progress – Storm water and concrete area finished on the NW corner restoration
Weeks of August 1-14 – Continue working

KFA/CSH OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
Progress – First row of seating stones is complete.
Weeks of August 1-14 – Project will continue after August 8th

RAMER TRACK
Progress – Structural coating completed 6/20
Weeks of August 1-14 – Line painting scheduled for 8/2

ROADS & WALKS
Progress – Spray patching and chip sealing are complete, painting done in O, T, and I lots
Weeks of August 1-14 – Final sweeping, continue painting in lots